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EXTRACTING DOMAIN-SPECIFIC ACTIONS AND ENTITIES IN NATURAL
LANGUAGE COMMANDS

BACKGROUND

Field
[0001]

Embodiments presented herein generally relate to natural language

processing, and more specifically to extracting domain-specific actions and entities in
natural language commands.

Description of the Related Art
[0002]

Natural language processing generally allows users of a software

application to input a command to the software application as a spoken phrase

specifying an action to perform and an entity to perform the action on. These spoken
phrases need not be formatted in a specific manner for the software application to
parse the command and identify the action to be performed and the entity to perform

the action on. When a software application receives a natural language command
for processing, a set of rules and decisions established for processing the command
can be used to interpret the natural language command and extract actions to be

performed and entities to perform the actions on. These rules may be established
manually or through machine learning, where a system that uses natural language

processing continually creates, removes, and/or modifies the rules for processing
natural language commands based on training data sets and corrections to the

extracted actions and entities provided by one or more users of the software
application.
[0003]

Typically, natural language processing systems are configured for general

computing tasks. For example, natural language processing systems deployed for
use on mobile devices may be configured to process general computing tasks, such

as identifying appointments on a user’s calendar, obtaining navigation information to
a user-specified destination, initiating a phone call, sending text messages,
searching for information on the internet and other computing tasks that a user can

perform on a mobile device. However, these natural language processing systems

are generally not configured to process domain-specific commands, where actions
1
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and entities have specific definitions according to the domain in which the command
is processed. Thus, there is a need for domain-specific action and entity recognition

in natural language processing systems.

SUMMARY
[0004]

One embodiment of the present disclosure includes a method for

processing a domain-specific natural language command.

The method generally

includes generally includes receiving a natural language command.

A command

processor compares the received natural language command to a corpus of known
commands to identify a probable matching command in the corpus of known
commands to the received natural language command.

The corpus of known

commands comprises a plurality of domain-specific commands, each of which is

mapped to a domain-specific action.

Based on the comparison, the command

processor identifies the domain-specific action associated with the probable

matching command to perform in response to the received command and executes
the identified domain-specific action.
[0005]

Another embodiment provides a computer-readable storage medium

having instructions, which, when executed on a processor, performs an operation for
processing a domain-specific natural language command. The operation generally
includes generally includes receiving a natural language command.

A command

processor compares the received natural language command to a corpus of known
commands to identify a probable matching command in the corpus of known
commands to the received natural language command.

The corpus of known

commands comprises a plurality of domain-specific commands, each of which is

mapped to a domain-specific action.

Based on the comparison, the command

processor identifies the domain-specific action associated with the probable

matching command to perform in response to the received command and executes
the identified domain-specific action.
[0006]

Still another embodiment of the present invention includes a processor

and a memory storing a program, which, when executed on the processor, performs
an operation for processing a domain-specific natural language command.

The

operation generally includes generally includes receiving a natural language
2
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A command processor compares the received natural language

command to a corpus of known commands to identify a probable matching
command in the corpus of known commands to the received natural language
command. The corpus of known commands comprises a plurality of domain-specific
commands, each of which is mapped to a domain-specific action.

Based on the

comparison, the command processor identifies the domain-specific action associated
with the probable matching command to perform in response to the received
command and executes the identified domain-specific action.
[0007]

One embodiment of the present disclosure includes a method for

processing a domain-specific natural language command.

The method generally

includes receiving a natural language command. A command processor compares

the received natural language command to a corpus of known commands to identify
a probable matching command to the received natural language command.

The

corpus of known commands comprises a plurality of domain-specific commands,
each of which is mapped to one or more domain-specific entities.

Based on the

comparison, the command processor identifies one or more entities in the received
natural language command to perform an action on based on the mapping of the one

or more domain-specific entities in the probable matching command and executes a
domain-specific action included in the natural language command on the identified

entity.
[0008]

Another embodiment provides a computer-readable storage medium

having instructions, which, when executed on a processor, performs an operation for
processing a domain-specific natural language command. The operation generally
includes receiving a natural language command. A command processor compares

the received natural language command to a corpus of known commands to identify
a probable matching command to the received natural language command.

The

corpus of known commands comprises a plurality of domain-specific commands,
each of which is mapped to one or more domain-specific entities.

Based on the

comparison, the command processor identifies one or more entities in the received
natural language command to perform an action on based on the mapping of the one

or more domain-specific entities in the probable matching command and executes a

3
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domain-specific action included in the natural language command on the identified

entity.
[0009]

Still another embodiment provides a processor and a memory storing a

program, which, when executed on the processor, performs an operation for
processing a domain-specific natural language command. The operation generally
includes receiving a natural language command. A command processor compares

the received natural language command to a corpus of known commands to identify
a probable matching command to the received natural language command.

The

corpus of known commands comprises a plurality of domain-specific commands,
each of which is mapped to one or more domain-specific entities.

Based on the

comparison, the command processor identifies one or more entities in the received
natural language command to perform an action on based on the mapping of the one

or more domain-specific entities in the probable matching command and executes a
domain-specific action included in the natural language command on the identified

entity.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0010]

So that the manner in which the above recited features of the present

disclosure can be understood in detail, a more particular description of the
disclosure, briefly summarized above, may be had by reference to embodiments,

some of which are illustrated in the appended drawings. It is to be noted, however,
that the appended drawings illustrate only exemplary embodiments and are therefore
not to be considered limiting of its scope, may admit to other equally effective

embodiments.
[0011]

Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary networked computing environment,

according to one embodiment.
[0012]

Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary domain-specific natural language trainer

that uses annotated training data to train a natural language processing system,

according to one embodiment.

4
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Figure 3 illustrates exemplary operations for training an action identifier to

recognize domain-specific actions using an annotated training data set, according to
one embodiment.
[0014]

Figure 4 illustrates exemplary operations for training an entity identifier to

recognize domain-specific entities using an annotated training data set, according to
one embodiment.
[0015]

Figure 5 illustrates an exemplary request parser for identifying actions in a

domain-specific natural language command, according to one embodiment.
[0016]

Figure 6 illustrates an exemplary request parser for identifying entities in a

domain-specific natural language command, according to one embodiment.
[0017]

Figure 7 illustrates exemplary operations that may be performed by a

natural language processor to identify and execute a domain-specific action in a

domain-specific natural language command, according to one embodiment.
[0018]

Figure 8 illustrates exemplary operations that may be performed by a

natural language processor to identify an entity in a domain-specific natural language

command and perform an action against the identified entity, according to one

embodiment.
[0019]

Figure 9 illustrates exemplary system for extracting actions and entities

from domain-specific natural language commands, according to one embodiment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0020]

Natural language processing systems are typically configured to process

commands that are applicable to general computing tasks, such as searching for

information on the internet or a local device, sending e-mail or text messages,
pairing wireless devices, and obtaining navigation instructions to a destination.
Thus, natural language processing systems may be unable to understand the

significance of domain-specific actions and entities in a command. For example, a
typical natural language processing system that receives the command, “Pay my

XYZ bill” may not be able to determine that a user wants to pay a bill (i.e., initiate a
5
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funds transfer from one account to satisfy an outstanding balance on the bill from
XYZ).

In another example, a typical natural language processing system that

receives the command, “Invoice ABC for $500” may not be able to determine that a
user wants to request payment from a counterparty for the specified amount of

money.
[0021]

Aspects of the present disclosure provide a domain-specific natural

language processing system that uses a corpus of known commands to allow a
natural language processing system to recognize domain-specific actions and

entities in received natural language commands.

To train a natural language

processing system to recognize domain-specific actions, the corpus of known
commands may be annotated with information about a domain-specific action

associated with each command in the corpus of known commands. Further, to train

the natural language processing system to recognize domain-specific entities in a
command, the corpus of known commands may be annotated with information about

a location of a domain-specific entity in a string representing each command (e.g.,

the nth word in a string) and an entity type associated with each command in the
corpus of known commands. The natural language processing system can compare
a received command to the commands in the corpus of known commands and

identify probabilistic matches between the received command and one or more

commands in the corpus of known commands. Based on the identified probabilistic
matches, the natural language processing system identifies domain-specific actions

and entities on which an action is to be performed, which allows the natural language
processing system to process domain-specific natural language commands.
[0022]

Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary natural language processing system,

according to an embodiment.

As illustrated, system 100 includes a client device

120, application server 130, and data store 140, connected via network 110.
[0023]

Client device 120 is included to be representative of a desktop computer, a

laptop, a tablet, a smartphone, or any other computing device. As illustrated, client
device 120 generally executes one or more applications 122. The applications 122

generally provide an interface for a user to input a natural language command for
processing.

In some cases, the interface may include a voice recorder which
6
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captures a user’s voice input using one or more microphones integrated into or
otherwise connected to client device 120.

When application 122 captures voice

input of a domain-specific command, a voice-to-text converter converts the spoken
natural language command captured by application 122 into a text string that

application 122 transmits to application server 130 for processing and command

execution.
[0024]

Application server 130 generally is trained using a training data set of a

corpus of known commands to extract actions and entities from a received natural

language command.

As illustrated, application server 130 includes a natural

language trainer 132, a request parser 134, and a request processor 136.
[0025]

Natural language trainer 132 generally receives one or more training data

sets (e.g., training data 142 in data store 140) to generate sets of rules for request

parser 134 to use in identifying domain-specific actions and entities in a received
natural language command.

Generally, natural language trainer 132 uses the

training data set to generate rules for scoring a received command against an action

associated with the received command. These rules take into account the content

and context of commands in the training data set and a comparison of the content of
each command in the training data set to the tagged action with which the
commands are associated and/or the tagged entities included in the commands. To

generate rules for request parser 134 to identify domain-specific actions in a
received natural language command, natural language trainer 132 uses a training
data set including a corpus of known commands annotated with information

identifying one or more domain-specific action words in each command and a
mapping between the identified domain-specific action words to one or more
domain-specific actions. Generally, annotating commands in the corpus of known
commands includes tagging a command in the corpus of known commands with an

associated domain-specific action or otherwise indicating that the command is
associated with a particular domain-specific action. For example, the training data

set may include a plurality of commands to initiate a payment action against a
specified entity (e.g., “pay my ABC bill,” “pay my DEF bill,” “pay [amount] to ABC,”
pay ABC [amount],” and other commands to pay a bill), and each of the commands

may be annotated with information identifying “pay” as an action word associated

7
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with a payment function provided by a domain-specific service.

In some cases,

natural language trainer 132 can generate rules associating the word “pay” and
variants of the word with the payment function provided by the domain-specific

service.

In another example, the training data set may include a plurality of

commands to initiate an invoice generation against a specified entity (e.g., “invoice
ABC for [amount]”) with annotations indicating “invoice” as an action word associated

with an invoice generation function provided by the domain-specific service.

Likewise, natural language trainer 132 can generate rules associating the word
“invoice” and variants of the word with the invoice generation function provided by
the domain-specific service.
[0026]

To generate rules for request parser 134 to use in identifying domain

specific entities in a received natural language command, the training data set used

by natural language trainer 132 may include a plurality of known commands
annotated with information identifying a location of an entity in each command and a

mapping between the identified location of an entity and the type of the entity in each
command.

The annotations may indicate an absolute location in the string

representation of a command at which an entity is located. For example, a training

data set may include a plurality of commands to initiate a payment action against a

specified entity and, optionally, information identifying the amount of the payment to

make to the specified entity. A command to “pay my ABC bill” may be annotated

with information indicating that the position in which “ABC” appears in the command
(i.e., word 3 in the command) is associated with an entity against which the payment
command is to be executed and that the entity type associated with “ABC” is a

counterparty to a transaction. In another example, a command to “pay $500 to ABC”
may be annotated with information identifying two entities in the command. A first
entity, represented by “$500” and located at word 2 in the command, may be

annotated as a payment amount entity type, and a second entity, represented by

“ABC” and located at word 4 in the command, may be annotated as a counterparty
entity type.

By annotating commands in the corpus of known commands with

information about the location of an entity and the type of the entity at a specific
location, natural language trainer 132 can generate a set of rules for request parser

134 to use in identifying domain-specific entities in a received natural language
8
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command that uses contextual information about a received command to identify

entities in a received command to perform an action on.
[0027]

Request parser 134 generally uses the rules established by natural

language trainer 132 to analyze received commands and identify an action to
perform in response to a received query and/or one or more entities to perform an
action on, according to some embodiments. As discussed, request parser 134 can

receive a natural language command from an application 122 executing on client
device 120 as a text string representation of a spoken command. In some cases,

however, request parser 132 can receive an audio file including a recording of a

spoken command and generate a text string representing the spoken command,
which may reduce an amount of time spent processing the received command at
client device 120.
[0028]

To identify an action to perform in a received natural language command,

request parser 134 can, in some cases, compare the received natural language

command to commands in the corpus of commands.

Request parser 134 can

generate a match probability score for each pairing of the received command and a
command in the corpus of commands. The match probability score, in some cases,

may be a number, edition error, and recognition error (NER) score indicating an
accuracy of the received command compared to a known command in the corpus of

commands. Generally, an NER score may be represented as NER_Score = —-—,

where N represents a number of words in the received command, E represents a
number of edition errors compared to a known command, and R represents a
number of recognition errors compared to a known command.

An edition error

generally indicates a deviation between a word in the received command and the
corresponding word in the command in the corpus of commands. For example, an

edition error may arise where the received command and the known command use
the same base word but deviate in the ending portion of the word, such as the
difference between using a verb and a gerund of the same base word (e.g., “pay”
versus “paying”). A recognition error may arise where the received command and

the known command use different words, which may arise, for example, in a
comparison between different types of commands with different entities against
9
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which the commands are to be executed (e.g., a comparison between “pay my ABC
bill” and “invoice XYZ”).
[0029]

If the match probability score indicates that the received command and the

known command are an exact match (e.g., NER_Score = 1.00, indicating that no

edition errors or recognition errors were detected between the received command

and the known command), request parser can provide the received command and
an indication of the action to be performed to request processor 136 for processing.
Otherwise, if request parser 134 determines that there is not an exact match

between the received command and any of the commands in the corpus of known
commands (e.g., no NER_Score = 1.00), request parser 134 can analyze the match

probability scores to identify the best match between the received command and the
commands in the corpus of known commands. In some cases, request parser 134
can identify the command in the corpus of known commands having the highest

match probability score and compare the match probability score to a threshold. If

the match probability score of the identified command exceeds a threshold score,
request parser 134 can provide the identified command and the associated action to
request processor 136.
[0030]

In some cases, if the computed match probability score of the closest

match is less than a threshold score, request parser 134 can, based on the context

of the received natural language command, extract a probable action word from the
received natural language command for analysis. For example, request parser 134
can extract the word in a particular position of the received natural language

command based on the position of action words in other commands in the corpus of
known commands.

After extracting the probable action word from the received

natural language command, request parser 134 can compare the extracted probable

action word against known action words in the corpus of known commands and

identify a matching action to the probable action word. Upon identifying a matching
action, request parser 134 provides an indication of the matching action and the

received command to request processor for processing.
[0031]

In one example, a domain-specific action may include generating an

invoice. The invoice may be generated for a specified counterparty and a specified

10
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amount. The commands in the corpus of known commands may include a plurality

of commands in the format of “invoice counterparty for specified amount.” If request

parser 134 receives a natural language command in the same format (e.g., “invoice
XYZ Company for $500”), request parser 134 can map the received command to the
“invoice” action and instruct request processor 136 to initiate an invoice generation
function using the parameters included in the received natural language command.

If, however, request parser 134 receives a natural language command in a different

format, such as “Create an invoice for XYZ Company for $500,” request parser 134
may first determine that the format of the received natural language command does
not match the format of the invoice generation commands in the corpus of known
commands. However, based on a word search of the received command, request

parser 134 can determine that the word “invoice” or that the phrase “create an
invoice” corresponds to a domain-specific action, as commands in the corpus of
known commands include the word “invoice.”

Thus, request parser 134 can

determine, from the context of the received command, that the received command
corresponds to an invoice generation action and initiate the invoice generation
function using parameters included in the received natural language command.

[0032]

In some cases, if the probability scores calculated for the received

command are each below a threshold value, request parser 134 can transmit a
request for user confirmation of the action having the highest probability score to
client device 120.

The request for user confirmation generally indicates that the

request parser identified the action having the highest probability score as the best

match to the natural language command received from client device 120 and
requests that the user indicate whether the identified action is correct or incorrect. If

the user indicates that the identified action is correct, request parser 134 can add the

received natural language command and a mapping between the identified action
word and the identified action to training data 142, which may be used to update the

rules used by request parser 134 for identifying actions in natural language
commands, as discussed above. Otherwise, if the identified action is indicated to be

incorrect, request parser 134 can present a list of possible actions to the user and
request that the user select the desired action. After request parser 134 receives
user confirmation that the identified action is correct or a user-specified action,
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request parser 134 can provide the identified action or the user-specified action to
request processor 136 for processing, as discussed above.
[0033]

Request parser 134 additionally parses received natural language

commands to identify one or more entities specified in the command against which

an action is to be performed, according to an embodiment. Similar to the processes
for identifying domain-specific actions to be performed in a received natural

language command, request parser 134 can compare the received natural language
command to a corpus of known commands annotated with information identifying the

location of an entity in the command and a type of the entity to determine the entity
on which the specified action is to be performed. Request parser 134 can generate

a match probability score for each pairing of the received command and a command

in the corpus of commands. The match probability score, in some cases, may be a

number, edition error, and recognition error (NER) score indicating an accuracy of
the received command compared to a known command in the corpus of commands.
If the NER score comparing the received command to a command in the corpus of

known commands indicates that the received command is an exact match to a
known command, request parser 134 can extract one or more entities from the

received command based on the entity location and type mappings associated with
the matching known command.
[0034]

Otherwise, if the match probability scores indicate that there is not an

exact match between the received command and any of the commands in the

corpus of known commands, request parser 134 attempts to identify one or more
commands in the corpus of known commands that are a partial match to the

received command. For example, if request parser 134 receives the command “pay
my AMZ bill,” request parser 134 can identify commands such as “pay my ABC bill”

as a partial match (e.g., from an NER score of 0.75, reflecting that three of the four

words in both commands match) and determine that other commands, such as
“invoice ABC $500,” are not partial matches to the received command (e.g., from an

NER score of 0, indicating that none of the words in the commands match) based on
the match probability scores. The commands identified as partial matches, such as
“pay my ABC bill,” may be associated with relatively high match probability scores,
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while commands that are not partial matches, such as “invoice ABC $500,” may be
associated with relatively low match probability scores.
[0035]

To identify the one or more words that are probable entities in the received

natural language command, request parser 134 can use the entity type and location

mappings for partially matching commands in the corpus of known commands to
extract one or more entities from the received command.

Referring back to the

example of the received command “pay my AMZ bill,” the partially matching
commands in the corpus of known commands generally include commands

matching the format of “pay my [entity] bill,” where the entity to which funds are to be
paid is a counterparty entity type and is located between the words “my” and “bill,” or

at word 3 in the string. Based on the mapping between an entity and the location of
the entity, request parser can identify that “AMZ” is the entity on which the payment

action is to be performed.
[0036]

In another example, request parser 134 receives a command to “pay $750

to AMZ,” and the corpus of known commands includes commands such as “pay
$500 to XYZ,” “pay $500 to ABC,” and similar commands. Each of these commands

may be mapped to two different entity types at different locations: a payment amount

entity at word 2 in the string, and the counterparty entity at word 4 of the string.
Using these mappings, request parser 134 can determine that the payment amount

in the received command is $750 and the counterparty to which the payment is to be
sent is “AMZ.”
[0037]

In some cases, if the probability scores calculated for the received

command are each below a threshold value, request parser 134 can transmit a
request for user confirmation of the extracted entities to client device 120.

The

request for user confirmation generally identifies the words that request parser 134
has identified as probable entities in the natural language command received from

client device 120 and requests that the user indicate whether the identified entities

are correct or incorrect. If the user indicates that the identified entities are correct,
request parser 134 can add the received natural language command and mappings

between the location of the identified entities and entity types in the received natural
language command to training data 142, which may be used to update the rules
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used by request parser 134 for identifying entities in natural language commands, as
discussed above. Otherwise, if the identified entities are indicated to be incorrect,
request parser 134 can present a list of possible entities to the user and request that

the user select the desired entities on which to perform a specified action. After
request parser 134 receives user confirmation that the identified entities are correct

or one or more user-specified entities, request parser 134 can provide the one or
more entities to request processor 136 for processing, as discussed above.
[0038]

After request parser 134 extracts the one or more entities from the

received natural language request, request parser 134 instructs request processor
136 to perform an action specified in the natural language request. Request parser
134 generally provides the one or more entities extracted from the received natural

language request to request processor 136, and request processor 136 can provide
the one or more entities as arguments into the one or more functions that performs
the specified action.
[0039]

Request processor 136 generally performs a plurality of domain-specific

actions defined by an application programming interface (API).

These domain

specific actions, as discussed above, may include payment functions, funds transfer

functions, and other functions for which actions and entities may have a specialized

meaning within the domain but may not have a specialized meaning in more general
command processing domains. Generally, request parser 134 provides to request

processor 136 an indication of an action to perform and one or more entities to
perform the action on. Request processor 136 uses the indication of the action to
perform to execute one or more functions associated with the indicated action and
uses the one or more entities provided by request parser 134 as arguments into the
one or more functions such that the action is performed on the identified one or more

entities. After the one or more functions returns a result, request processor 136 can
transmit the returned result to client device 120 for display in application 122 (e.g., to
confirm that the natural language command provided by the user was executed).
[0040]

Data store 140 is illustrative of a networked data store that application

server 130 can read a training data set from and write information to a training data

set for use in training request parser 134 to identify actions and entities in domain
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specific natural language commands, according to an embodiment. As illustrated,
data store 140 includes training data 142. Training data 142 may be a repository

storing one or more training data sets for training request parser 134.

In some

cases, the training data sets may include a plurality of known commands and

mappings between the plurality of known commands and domain-specific actions
that each command invokes.

In other cases, the training data sets may include a

plurality of known commands and mappings between the plurality of known
commands and entities on which an action can be performed. The mapping data for

the entities in a command may, in some embodiments, include information

identifying a position in a string at which an entity word is located and a type of the
entity (e.g., a counterparty, a payment amount, or other types of entities on which
domain-specific actions can be performed).
[0041]

Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary natural language trainer 132, according

to an embodiment. As illustrated, natural language trainer 132 includes a training
data ingestor 210, an action mapper 220, and an entity mapper 230.
[0042]

Training data ingestor 210 generally obtains a training data set from data

store 140 and ingests each command in the training data set for analysis. In some
cases, the training data set may indicate to training data ingestor 210 whether the
training data includes mappings of known natural language commands to domain

specific actions or mappings of known natural language commands to domain
specific entities. Based on the indication, training data ingestor 210 can route the
commands in a training data set to action mapper 220 or entity mapper 230.
[0043]

Action mapper 220 generally receives one or more commands ingested by

training data ingestor 210 from an action training data set and analyzes the

mappings between a natural language command and a specified action to generate

rules for identifying an action that is to be performed in response to a received
natural language command, according to an embodiment. Action mapper 220 may

receive a natural language command and an associated domain-specific action, and,
to generate a rule associating the received natural language command and the
domain-specific action, perform a word search to find a probable action word in the

received natural language command.

The probable action word, in some cases,
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may be the word in the natural language command that has a highest match score to

the domain-specific action.

Based on the training data, action mapper 220 can

generate rules associating probable action words with a domain-specific action.
After generating the rules from an ingested training data set, action mapper 220 can

instantiate request parser 134 with the determined rules for identifying actions in a

received natural language command.
[0044]

Entity mapper 230 generally receives one or more commands ingested by

training data ingestor 210 from an entity training data set and analyzes the mappings

between a natural language command and one or more specified entities to
generate rules for identifying entities in a received natural language command on
which one or more actions are to be performed, according to an embodiment. Entity

mapper 230 may receive a natural language command and data indicating the
location of an entity and the type of the entity. To generate a rule for recognizing an

entity in a natural language command, entity mapper 230 can specify rules

identifying an absolute location of an entity in a natural language command and rules
identifying a location offset between a probable action word in the natural language
command and the specified entity. After generating the rules from an ingested entity
training data set, entity mapper 230 can instantiate request parser 134 with the
determined rules for identifying entities in a received natural language command.
[0045]

Figure 3 illustrates exemplary operations for training a request parser to

identify one or more domain-specific actions in a received natural language
command, according to an embodiment. As illustrated, operations 300 begin at step

310, where natural language trainer 132 ingests a training data set of commands
annotated with domain-specific actions.

As discussed, the training data set may

include a plurality of commands, with each command having an action word and

information indicating that the command invokes a specified domain-specific action.
[0046]

At step 320, natural language trainer 132 generate a probabilistic model

mapping key words in each command in the training data set to one or more domain
specific actions. To generate the probabilistic model, natural language trainer 132
can perform a word-by-word analysis of each natural language command in the

training data set to identify an action word in each of the natural language
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commands that is associated with the specified domain-specific action.

Natural

language trainer 132 can aggregate data about the different action words identified
in the natural language commands in the training data set to determine rules for
calculating the probability that a received command invokes a specific action. For
example, the rules may be established such that an exact match to a specified

domain-specific action definitively indicate that the domain-specific action is to be
performed, while variants of the action word may be associated with high probability

scores that the identified action word in a command is associated with the domain
specific action.
[0047]

At step 330, natural language trainer 132 instantiates a request parser with

the generated probabilistic model. Generally, instantiating the request parser with
the generated probabilistic model includes configuring the request parser to use the

probabilistic model to analyze incoming natural language commands for the
presence of specified actions, as discussed above.
[0048]

Figure 4 illustrates exemplary operations for training a request parser to

identify and extract one or more entities on which an action is to be performed from a
received natural language command, according to an embodiment. As illustrated,
operations 400 begin at step 410, where natural language trainer 132 ingests a

training data set of natural language commands. The commands in the training data

set are generally annotated with domain-specific entity information.

For example,

the commands may be annotated with information indicating a position of one or
more entity words in the natural language command and a type of the entity.
[0049]

At step 420, natural language trainer 132 generates a probabilistic model

mapping key words in each command in the training data set to one or more domain
specific entities.

As discussed above, natural language trainer 132 can use the

entity position and type information associated with each natural language command

in the training data set to determine rules for calculating the probability that a

received command matches the format of a command in the training data set.

In

some examples, the rules may be established such that an exact match to the format
of a natural language command in the training data set definitively indicates that the
entity position information associated with a command in the training data set can be
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used to extract one or more entities from the received natural language command.
Further, the rules may be established such that where an exact match between a

received natural language command and the commands in the training data set does
not exist, entities can be identified based on a relative position of entity words to an
identified action word in the received natural language command.
[0050]

At step 430, natural language trainer 132 instantiates a request parser with

the generated probabilistic model. Generally, instantiating the request parser with
the generated probabilistic model includes configuring the request parser to use the

probabilistic model to analyze incoming natural language commands for the
presence of one or more domain-specific entities, as discussed above.
[0051]

Figure 5 illustrates an example request parser 134 for identifying an action

to perform in response to a received natural language request, according to an

embodiment. As illustrated, request parser 134 includes a query comparer 510 and
an action probability calculator 520.
[0052]

Query comparer 510 generally receives a natural language command from

client device 120 and compares the received natural language command to one or

more commands in the corpus of known commands. As discussed above, query

comparer 510 can examine the corpus of known commands for exact matches

between the received command and a command in the corpus of known commands.
If query comparer 510 identifies an exact match between the received command and

a command in the corpus of known commands, query comparer 510 can provide the

received command and indication of the action associated with the command to
request processor 136 for processing, as discussed above.

Otherwise, if query

comparer 510 does not find an exact match between the received command to a
command in the corpus of received commands, query comparer 510 can instruct

action probability calculator 520 to determine the most likely match between the
received command and a command in the corpus of received commands.
[0053]

Action probability calculator 520 generally compares a received command

to one or more commands in the corpus of known commands to calculate a

probability that an action associated with a command in the corpus of known
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commands corresponds to the action requested in the received natural language

command.

As discussed, action probability calculator 520 can generate a match

probability score between the received command and each command in the corpus
of known commands to identify an action associated with the command having the
highest probability of matching the received natural language command.

In some

cases, the match probability score may be calculated as an NER score representing

the relative accuracy of a received command against a command in the corpus of
known commands.

If action probability calculator 520 determines that the match

probability score for a command exceeds a threshold level, action probability
calculator 520 can determine that the action associated with the command
corresponds to the requested action and can instruct request processor 136 to

perform the action associated with the command on the entities specified in the

received command.
[0054]

If, however, action probability calculator 520 determines that the match

probability scores calculated for the commands in the corpus of known commands
are below the threshold, action probability calculator 520 can attempt to identify an
action word in the received command and generate match probability scores for the
identified action word against action words associated with commands in the corpus

of known commands. A partial match between the identified action word and an
action word in the corpus of known commands may, in some cases, indicate that the
action associated with an action word in the corpus of known commands is the

action to be performed. In some cases, however, if the probability scores calculated
for each of the actions in the corpus of known commands is less than a threshold

score, action probability calculator 520 can request that a user indicate, from a
choice of a number of actions having the highest probability scores, the desired

action for request processor 136 to perform.
[0055]

Figure 6 illustrates an example request parser 134 for identifying one or

more domain-specific entities in a received natural language command based on a

probabilistic model and a comparison to commands in a corpus of known

commands, according to an embodiment. As illustrated, request parser 134 includes
a query comparer 610 and an entity probability calculator 620.
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Query comparer 610 generally receives a natural language command from

client device 120 and compares the received natural language command to one or

more commands in the corpus of known commands. As discussed above, query

comparer 610 can examine the corpus of known commands for exact matches

between the received command and a command in the corpus of known commands.
If query comparer 610 identifies an exact match between the received command and

a command in the corpus of known commands, query comparer 610 can provide the

received command and indication of the entities on which to perform a domain
specific action to request processor 136 for processing, as discussed above.
Otherwise, if query comparer 610 does not find an exact match between the

received command to a command in the corpus of received commands, query
comparer 610 can instruct entity probability calculator 620 to determine the most

likely match between the received command and a command in the corpus of

received commands.
[0057]

Entity probability calculator 620 generally uses a probabilistic model

generated from a corpus of known commands to attempt to identify one or more

entities in the received command. In some cases, entity probability calculator 620
can first determine whether one or more of the commands in the corpus of known

commands comprises a partial match to the received natural language command.

As discussed above, a partial match may be represented as a command having a
match probability score (e.g., an NER score) exceeding a threshold score. If entity

probability calculator 620 identifies a partial match in the corpus of known commands
to the received command, probability calculator 620 can attempt to identify the
entities in the received command based on the position of entities in the partially

matching command from the corpus of known commands.

In some cases, entity

probability calculator 620 can identify an action word in the received command (e.g.,
by performing a word search of one or more domain-specific actions to words in the

received command) and identify entities on which actions are to be performed based
on a word distance from an action word identified in the received command.
[0058]

Figure 7 illustrates exemplary operations 700 for extracting domain

specific actions from a natural language command, according to an embodiment.
Operations 700 begin at step 710, where an application server 130 receives a
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natural language command from a client device 120. Natural language application

server 130 may receive the natural language command as a text string or an audio
file from client device 120. If application server 130 receives the natural language

command from client device 120 as an audio file, natural language application server
130 can convert the audio file to a text string for processing.
[0059]

At step 720, application server 130 compares the received command to a

corpus of known commands. As discussed, the corpus of known commands may
include a plurality of commands, with each command mapped to a domain-specific

action (e.g., to pay a bill, transfer funds from one account to another account,
generate an invoice to send to a specified counterparty, and other domain-specific

actions). For each command in the corpus of known commands, application server
130 application server 130 can calculate a match probability score representing the

likelihood that the command in the corpus of known commands matches the
received command. As discussed above, the match probability score may, in some
embodiments, be calculated as a NER score, which calculates the match probability

as the percentage of matching words in a command in relation to the total number of

words in the command. An NER score of 1 generally represents an exact match
between the received command and a command in the corpus of known commands

while an NER score of 0 represents a complete mismatch between the received
command and a command in the corpus of known commands.
[0060]

At step 730, application server 130 determines whether any of the

commands in the corpus of known commands is an exact match to the received

command. If application server 130 determines that an exact match exists between

the received command and a command in the corpus of known commands, at step

740, application server 130 executes the action associated with the matching
command in the corpus of known commands.
[0061]

If, however, application server 130 determines that no exact match exists

between the received command and the commands in the corpus of known
commands, at step 750, application server 130 extracts one or more action words

from the received natural language command.

In some cases, application server

130 can identify action words in the received natural language command based on a
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word search of words in the natural language command using a listing of domain

specific actions as a dictionary of words to search for.
[0062]

At step 760, application server 130 compares the extracted words to

action words in the corpus of known commands. To compare the extracted words

from the received natural language command to action words in the corpus of known
commands, application server 130 can generate one or more match probability

scores representing a likelihood that the extracted word matches a known action
word from the corpus of known commands. A high match probability score generally

indicates a high likelihood that the extracted word matches a known action word,
while a low match probability score generally indicates that the extracted word likely
is not a match to a known action word.
[0063]

At step 770, application server 130 executes the action associated with a

command having action words that are the best match to the extracted action words.

A best match may be defined as the action word having the highest match probability
score when compared to an action word extracted from the received natural
language command. In some embodiments, as discussed above, when the highest
match probability is below a threshold score, application server 130 can request that

a user confirm that the action associated with the highest match probability score is

the desired action.

If the user confirms that the action with the highest match

probability score is the desired action, application server 130 can execute the action
and add an entry to the training data set associating the extracted action words with
the executed action.
[0064]

Figure 8 illustrates exemplary operations 800 for extracting one or more

entities from a received natural language command, according to an embodiment.
As illustrated, operations 800 begin at step 810, where an application server 130

receives a natural language command from a client device 120. Natural language
application server 130 may receive the natural language command as a text string or

an audio file from client device 120. If application server 130 receives the natural

language command from client device 120 as an audio file, natural language
application server 130 can convert the audio file to a text string for processing.
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At step 820, application server 130 compares the received command to a

corpus of known commands. As discussed, the corpus of known commands may
include a plurality of commands, with each command mapped to one or more

domain-specific entities (e.g., payment amounts, counterparties, and other entities)

and position information indicating where each of the one or more entities is located
in the command. The position information may be defined as an absolute position in
each command and as an offset from an action word in each command. For each

command in the corpus of known commands, application server 130 application

server 130 can calculate a match probability score representing the likelihood that
the command in the corpus of known commands matches the received command.
As discussed above, the match probability score may, in some embodiments, be
calculated as a NER score, which calculates the match probability as the percentage

of matching words in a command in relation to the total number of words in the
command. An NER score of 1 generally represents an exact match between the

received command and a command in the corpus of known commands while an

NER score of 0 represents a complete mismatch between the received command
and a command in the corpus of known commands.
[0066]

At step 830, application server 130 determines whether any of the

commands in the corpus of known commands is an exact match to the received

command. If application server 130 determines that an exact match exists between

the received command and a command in the corpus of known commands, at step

840, application server 130 extracts an entity from the received command based on
a position associated with an entity type in the matching command. At step 850,
application server 130 executes an action specified in the received command on the

entity identified in the command.
[0067]

If, at step 830, application server 130 determines that no command in the

corpus of known commands is an exact match to the received command, at step

860, application server 130 identifies a location of a probable entity based on a
context of the received command similar commands in the corpus of known
commands. In some cases, application server 130 can determine if a command in

the corpus of known commands is a partial match to the received command. If so,
application server 130 can use absolute position information from the partially
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matching command in the corpus of known commands to identify the location of
probable entities in the received natural language command. If, however, application

server 130 determines that none of the commands in the corpus are a sufficient
partial match to the received command, application server 130 can use context

information identify one or more probable matching commands, such as a command
in the corpus of known commands that is associated with the same action as that

specified in the received command.

Based on the identified probable matching

commands, application server 130 can use a relative distance from an action word to

identify one or more entities in the received natural language command. At step
870, application server 870 executes an action specified in the received command
on the probable entities identified in the received command.
[0068]

Figure 9 illustrates a system 900 that extracts domain-specific actions and

entities from a received natural language command, according to an embodiment.
As shown, the system 1000 includes, without limitation, a central processing unit
(CPU) 902, one or more I/O device interfaces 904 which may allow for the

connection of various I/O devices 914 (e.g., keyboards, displays, mouse devices,

pen input, etc.) to the system 900, network interface 906, a memory 908, storage

910, and an interconnect 912.
[0069]

CPU 902 may retrieve and execute programming instructions stored in the

memory 908.

Similarly, the CPU 902 may retrieve and store application data

residing in the memory 908.

The interconnect 912 transmits programming

instructions and application data, among the CPU 902, I/O device interface 904,

network interface 906, memory 908, and storage 910. CPU 902 is included to be
representative of a single CPU, multiple CPUs, a single CPU having multiple
processing cores, and the like.

Additionally, the memory 908 is included to be

representative of a random access memory. Furthermore, the storage 910 may be a
disk drive, solid state drive, or a collection of storage devices distributed across

multiple storage systems. Although shown as a single unit, the storage 1010 may be
a combination of fixed and/or removable storage devices, such as fixed disc drives,
removable memory cards or optical storage, network attached storage (NAS), or a
storage area-network (SAN).
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As shown, memory 908 includes a natural language trainer 920, a request

parser 930, and a request processor 940.

Natural language trainer 920 generally

uses one or more training data sets (e.g., stored in training data 950) to generate a

set of rules for extracting domain-specific actions and domain-specific entities from a
received natural language command. The training data sets may be annotated with
information identifying an action associated with each command in the training data

set and a position of one or more entities in each command.

By analyzing the

commands and the annotations associated with each command, natural language
trainer 920 can generate one or more rules or a probabilistic model that request

parser 930 can use to identify domain-specific actions and domain-specific entities in
a received natural language command.
[0071]

Request parser 930 generally receives a natural language command from

a client device 120 and, using the rules and probabilistic model generated by natural

language trainer 920, extracts domain-specific actions and domain-specific entities
from the natural language command. Request parser 930 receives natural language
commands from a client device 120 as a text string or an audio file which request

parser converts to a text string for processing. Using the text string, request parser
930 generally compares the received natural language command to commands in a

corpus of known commands to attempt to find an exact match to the received

command.

If request parser 930 finds an exact match to the received command,

request parser 930 extracts a domain-specific action from the received command

using the domain-specific action mapped to the matching command in the corpus of
known commands. Request parser 930 additionally extracts one or more domain

specific entities from the received command based on location information and entity
type information associated with the matching command.
[0072]

If, however, request parser 930 does not find an exact match to the

received command, request parser 930 searches for partial matches between the
received command and the commands in the corpus of known commands to extract
domain-specific actions and entities from the received command.

In some cases,

request parser 930 can use a match probability score to identify one or more partially

matching commands in the corpus of known commands. If request parser 930 finds
one or more partially matching commands with a match probability score that
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exceeds a threshold value, request parser 930 can extract domain-specific actions

and entities from the received command based on actions mapped to the partially
matching commands and the locations of entities associated with the partially
matching command.
[0073]

In some cases, request parser 930 uses contextual information to extract

domain-specific actions and entities from a received natural language command. As
discussed, request parser 930 can identify an action word in a received natural

language command, which may be a verb, and compare the identified action word to
action words in the corpus of known commands to identify an action specified by the
natural language command. In another example, request parser 930 can identify an

action word in a received natural language command, identify one or more

commands in the corpus of known commands associated with the identified action
word, and use relative position information to extract one or more entities from the

received natural language command.
[0074]

Request processor 940 generally performs a plurality of domain-specific

actions defined by an application programming interface (API).

These domain

specific actions, as discussed above, may include payment functions, funds transfer

functions, and other functions for which actions and entities may have a specialized

meaning within the domain but may not have a specialized meaning in more general
command processing domains. Generally, request parser 930 provides to request

processor 940 an indication of an action to perform and one or more entities to
perform the action on. Request processor 136 uses the indication of the action to
perform to execute one or more functions associated with the indicated action and
uses the one or more entities provided by request parser 930 as arguments into the
one or more functions such that the action is performed on the identified one or more

entities. After the one or more functions returns a result, request processor 940 can
transmit the returned result to client device 120 for display in application 122.
[0075]

As shown, storage 910 includes training data 950. Training data 950 may

be a repository storing one or more training data sets for training request parser 930.

The training data sets may include a plurality of known commands and mappings
between the plurality of known commands and domain-specific actions that each
command invokes. In other cases, the training data sets may include a plurality of
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known commands and mappings between the plurality of known commands and

entities on which an action can be performed. The mapping data for the entities in a
command may, in some embodiments, include information identifying a position in a

string at which an entity word is located and a type of the entity (e.g., a counterparty,

a payment amount, or other types of entities on which domain-specific actions can
be performed).
[0076]

Advantageously, by training a natural language processing system to

recognize domain-specific actions and domain-specific entities, a natural language

processing system can expose conversational user interfaces to a user of a client
device to perform specialized functions that would otherwise not be understandable

to general-purpose natural language processing systems.

Because actions and

entities in domain-specific applications may have specialized meanings within the

domain, a natural language processing system trained using domain-specific

information can recognize the significance of the actions and entities in a natural
language command and invoke one or more domain-specific functions to perform the
specialized actions on the entities identified in received natural language commands.
[0077]

Note, descriptions of embodiments of the present disclosure are presented

above for purposes of illustration, but embodiments of the present disclosure are not
intended to be limited to any of the disclosed embodiments. Many modifications and

variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from
the scope and spirit of the described embodiments. The terminology used herein
was chosen to best explain the principles of the embodiments, the practical

application or technical improvement over technologies found in the marketplace, or

to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the embodiments disclosed

herein.
[0078]

In the preceding, reference is made to embodiments presented in this

disclosure.

However, the scope of the present disclosure is not limited to specific

described embodiments.

Instead, any combination of the preceding features and

elements, whether related to different embodiments or not, is contemplated to

implement and practice contemplated embodiments.

Furthermore, although

embodiments disclosed herein may achieve advantages over other possible
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solutions or over the prior art, whether or not a particular advantage is achieved by a
given embodiment is not limiting of the scope of the present disclosure. Thus, the

aspects, features, embodiments and advantages discussed herein are merely

illustrative and are not considered elements or limitations of the appended claims
except where explicitly recited in a claim(s). Likewise, reference to “the invention”

shall not be construed as a generalization of any inventive subject matter disclosed
herein and shall not be considered to be an element or limitation of the appended

claims except where explicitly recited in a claim(s).
[0079]

Aspects of the present disclosure may take the form of an entirely

hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (including firmware,
resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an embodiment combining software and
hardware aspects that may all generally be referred to herein as a “circuit,” “module”

or “system.” Furthermore, aspects of the present disclosure may take the form of a
computer program product embodied in one or more computer readable medium(s)

having computer readable program code embodied thereon.
[0080]

Any combination of one or more computer readable medium(s) may be

utilized.

The computer readable medium may be a computer readable signal

medium or a computer readable storage medium.

A computer readable storage

medium may be, for example, but not limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical,
electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device, or any
suitable combination of the foregoing. More specific examples a computer readable

storage medium include: an electrical connection having one or more wires, a hard

disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable
programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a

portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device, a

magnetic storage device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing. In the current
context, a computer readable storage medium may be any tangible medium that can
contain, or store a program.
[0081]

While the foregoing is directed to embodiments of the present disclosure,

other and further embodiments of the disclosure may be devised without departing
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from the basic scope thereof, and the scope thereof is determined by the claims that
follow.
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What is claimed is:
1.

A method for processing natural language commands, comprising:
receiving a natural language command;
comparing the received natural language command to a corpus of known

commands to identify a probable matching command to the received natural

language command, wherein the corpus of known commands comprises a plurality

of domain-specific commands, each of the plurality of domain-specific commands
being mapped to one or more domain-specific entities;
based on the comparison, identifying one or more entities in the received
natural language command to perform an action on based on the mapping of the one

or more domain-specific entities in the probable matching command; and
executing a domain-specific action included in the natural language command
on the identified one or more entities.

2.

The method of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of domain-specific

commands includes a mapping between a location of an entity word in the domain

specific command and a domain-specific entity type.
3.

The method of claim 1, wherein identifying an entity in the received natural

language command comprises identifying an exact match between the received
natural language command and a command in the corpus of known commands, and
wherein the domain-specific action is executed against the entity word mapped to a

location of an entity in the matching command in the corpus of known commands.

4.

The method of claim 1, wherein identifying an entity in the received natural

language command comprises:

identifying one or more partial matches between a word in a position of an
entity in one or more commands in the corpus of known commands; and

selecting one of the one or more partial matches as a probable entity on
which to perform a domain-specific action on.
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The method of claim 1, wherein identifying an entity in the received natural

language command comprises:

identifying a command in the corpus of known commands that partially
matches the received command, and
extracting an entity from the received command based on a position of an

entity in the identified command.

6.

The method of claim 5, wherein identifying a command that partially matches

the received command comprises:

generating, for each command in the corpus of known commands, a match
score representing a probability that the received command matches the command,
and

selecting a command having a highest match score as the command that
partially matches the received command.

7.

The method of claim 6, further comprising:
upon determining that the match score of the selected command exceeds a

threshold match score, performing the domain-specific action against the extracted

entity.
8.

The method of claim 6, further comprising:
upon determining that the match score of the selected command is less than

a threshold match score:

prompting the user to indicate whether the extracted entity is correct;
and
upon receiving an indication that the extracted entity is correct,

performing the domain-specific action against the extracted entity.

9.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving a training data set including a plurality of domain-specific commands

annotated with information identifying a location of an entity and an entity type in
each command; and
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generating one or more rules to identify entities in received natural language
commands based on the training data set.

10.

A system, comprising:
a processor; and
a memory having instructions stored thereon which, when executed by the

processor, performs an operation for processing natural language commands, the

operation comprising:

receiving a natural language command;
comparing the received natural language command to a corpus of
known commands to identify a probable matching command to the received
natural language command, wherein the corpus of known commands

comprises a plurality of domain-specific commands, each of the plurality of

domain-specific commands being mapped to one or more domain-specific
entities;

based on the comparison, identifying one or more entities in the

received natural language command to perform an action on based on the
mapping of the one or more domain-specific entities in the probable matching
command; and

executing a domain-specific action included in the natural language
command on the identified one or more entities.

11.

The system of claim 10, wherein each of the plurality of domain-specific

commands includes a mapping between a location of an entity word in the domain

specific command and a domain-specific entity type.

12.

The system of claim 10, wherein identifying an entity in the received natural

language command comprises identifying an exact match between the received
natural language command and a command in the corpus of known commands, and
wherein the domain-specific action is executed against the entity word mapped to a

location of an entity in the matching command in the corpus of known commands.
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The system of claim 10, wherein identifying an entity in the received natural

language command comprises:

identifying one or more partial matches between a word in a position of an
entity in one or more commands in the corpus of known commands; and

selecting one of the one or more partial matches as a probable entity on
which to perform a domain-specific action on.

14.

The system of claim 10, wherein identifying an entity in the received natural

language command comprises:

identifying a command in the corpus of known commands that partially
matches the received command, and
extracting an entity from the received command based on a position of an

entity in the identified command.

15.

The system of claim 14, wherein identifying a command that partially matches

the received command comprises:

generating, for each command in the corpus of known commands, a match
score representing a probability that the received command matches the command,
and

selecting a command having a highest match score as the command that
partially matches the received command.

16.

The system of claim 15, wherein the operation further comprises:
upon determining that the match score of the selected command exceeds a

threshold match score, performing the domain-specific action against the extracted

entity.

17.

The system of claim 15, wherein the operation further comprises:
upon determining that the match score of the selected command is less than

a threshold match score:

prompting the user to indicate whether the extracted entity is correct;
and
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upon receiving an indication that the extracted entity is correct,

performing the domain-specific action against the extracted entity.

18.

The system of claim 10, wherein the operation further comprises:
receiving a training data set including a plurality of domain-specific commands

annotated with information identifying a location of an entity and an entity type in
each command; and

generating one or more rules to identify entities in received natural language
commands based on the training data set.

19.

A computer-readable medium comprising instructions which, when executed

by one or more processors, performs an operation for processing natural language
commands, the operation comprising:

receiving a natural language command;
comparing the received natural language command to a corpus of known
commands to identify a probable matching command to the received natural

language command, wherein the corpus of known commands comprises a plurality

of domain-specific commands, each of the plurality of domain-specific commands
being mapped to one or more domain-specific entities;
based on the comparison, identifying one or more entities in the received
natural language command to perform an action on based on the mapping of the one

or more domain-specific entities in the probable matching command; and
executing a domain-specific action included in the natural language command
on the identified one or more entities.

20.

The computer-readable medium of claim 19, wherein the operation further

comprises:

receiving a training data set including a plurality of domain-specific commands
annotated with information identifying a location of an entity and an entity type in
each command; and

generating one or more rules to identify entities in received natural language
commands based on the training data set.
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